Vintage Motorola Table Clock Radio

Model C3G-1, AM Band, 5 Vacuum Tubes, Made In USA, Circa 1959

Just in Time for the Holidays! Pacifica Network Merch is Here!

Pacifica Network just opened a merch store in collaboration with Bonfire, a platform that allows organizations to sell clothing without having to do any of the printing or shipping!

If you are a Pacifica Network Affiliate, you are invited to share your station’s designs on our page. We can split the profits 50/50. If interested, please contact stephanie@pacificanews.org.

Furthermore, now that we have had some practice with the process, we are happy to answer any questions for those who would like to set up their own Bonfire store.

Pacifica Network Welcomes WXND in Louisville, KY

Broadcasting from the rooftop of Rainbow Blossom Food Market in Saint Matthews, WXND is run by Station Manager Kara Richardson.

WXND was launched to help revive the 100.9 frequency first attributed to WCHQ in 2014.

From the WXND website

"The return of 100.9 FM Louisville! WXND - a project of Xtendsound, Inc. - took flight during the Great Convergence on 12.21.20. The frequency 100.9 FM had been silent since January 1, 2020 when WCHQ Crescent Hill Radio went off the air. After that time, WCHQ transferred their frequency along with their extensive local music archive to Xtendsound, a Kentucky-based nonprofit organization. Xtendsound is committed to broadcasting local music and community radio on the airwaves from the rooftop of Rainbow Blossom Natural Food Market in St. Matthews."
House Committee Considers American Music Fairness Act

-This week, the House Judiciary Committee will consider the American Music Fairness Act.

The bill would order AM and FM radio stations to pay artists for music recordings that are broadcast on-air.

The bill is currently supported by the chairman of the committee, Rep Jerry Nadler (D-N.Y.). It is opposed by the National Association of Broadcasters. Read more in Radio World Magazine.

The Round-Table Returns to Monthly Meetings

We want to thank everyone who contributed and joined us for weekly visits during the confusion of the early pandemic. It meant a lot for station managers to have a place to go for support when things got rocky. Personally, I (Stephanie) am grateful that we met more often. It has been a pleasure getting to know everyone better.

We are taking December off and will start with fresh meetings again in the New Year. Still on Thursdays! It will be the 1st Thursday of each month. If you have something that you would like to discuss (or have someone else discuss@) let us know!

Have a warm and bright holiday season! Our next meeting will convene on Thursday, January 5th. Look for an invite!

New in AudioPort

Choose to be Curious (Half Hour)

Produced by Lynn Horton

"Choose to be Curious is an independently-produced, weekly half-hour show all about curiosity. We talk about research and theory, but mostly it's conversations about how curiosity shows up in work and life."

"Choose to be Curious won the Alliance for Community Medias Hometown Media Award for best information talk show series in 2021 and Arlington Magazine's Editor's Pick for best local podcast in 2020."